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THE

LAws of libel and slander limit the freedom of speech of one individual in his
attack on his fellow. In the world of business,
the makers of one product may not attempt to
boost its sales by unwarranted criticism of the
products of a rival manufacturer. In the field
of propaganda-especially international propaganda-no hol-ds are barred. All too frequently,
the yardsticks of truthfulness and objectivity
are discarded. All too frequently, the only consideration by which the strategist of propaganda
is guided, is the limit of his audience's credulity.
The only further limitation the professional
propagandist puts on his written or oral output,
is that of his own personal inhibitions.
The history of Arab propaganda activities in
this country is a clear case in point. It is a mixture of genuine attempts to improve the Arabs'
position in the eyes of American public opinion,
and of indiscriminate attacks and smears on all
their adversaries in the international arena. It is
a mixture of endeavors to win important and
respected segments of American society by emphasizing the value and potentialities of the Arab
World, and of unholy, opportunist and clandestine alliances with rabble rousers, designed for
the sole purpose of undermining the position of
Jews in this country-and thereby the position
of Israel. It is a mixture of straightforward and
mature public relations, and of the use of the
most puerile devices to poison the public mind.
Strictly speaking, the term ((Arab Propaganda" is inaccurate and too broad. The prop-
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aganda activities of the different Arab countries
vary as do their general activities and their general political interests. The main political objective of Egypt is to oust the British. Its propaganda in the United States is, therefore, concerned primarily with obtaining public support
for that objective from the American people,
on the assumption that public support will, to
a considerable degree, determine the attitude of
the American Government. The primary international objective of Syria is to undermine the
State of Israel. · Syria's propaganda activities in
this country are, therefore, concerned primarily
with whittling down American sympathy for
and encouragement of Israel.
By and large, however, it is correct to say that
in spite of differences in emphasis by the representatives of the various Arab countries, the combined efforts of Arab propaganda in this country
work for the following objectives, in this order
of importance:
1. To destroy, or at least reduce, American
friendship for Israel.
2. To obtain the maximum economic and military support for the Arab countries.
3. To enlist American public opinion against
those of America's Western allies which still
have positions of strength in the Middle East
and North Africa.
The following pages are an attempt to trace
Arab propaganda activities in this country from
their organized· beginning, to examine their
methods, to list local organizations supporting
their efforts, and to weigh the degree of effect
these activities have had on the American public
and on American policy in the Middle East.
were practically no ~rab propaganda
activities in this ·country unt1l almost the end
of World War II. This is easily explained: two
of the newest independent Arab States-Syria
and Lebanon-were at that time still French

THERE
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dependencies; Egypt was only beginning to feel
her muscles as a result of the Anglo-Egyptian
treaty of 1936, which gave her far greater
sovereignty and freedom of action than she had
previously enjoyed. Iraq was wholly dependent
on the British, and Trans-Jordan was still an
Emirate with absolutely no say in her own
affairs. The Arab League, the first organizational
link betwen the various Arab parts in the Middle East, came into existence only in 1943. But
above all, the U. S. had not yet taken any
considerable political interest in the Middle East,
and Great Britain was the predominant power
in that region. The Arab Office-a kind of
coordinating propaganda agency - therefore
conducted its activities almost exclusively in
London. And the United Nations Organization
-which, unwittingly, was later to provide the
Arab States with first-rate propaganda opportunities-had not yet come in to existence. It is
true that various groups-such as several oil
interests, some missionary and educational circles whose field of activities lay in Moslem
countries, centers of Arab studies in a few universities, and a number of government officials
-were active on behalf of the Arabs against
French and British interests and against Zionism.
But these were independent American groups.
The Arabs themselves had not set up any propaganda organization.
It was not until November, 1944 that an
office was established, whose business it was to
disseminate material propagandizing each of
the Arab countries, and the group of Arab countries as a whole. It was established in New York
under the name of The Institute of ArabAmerican Affairs, under the direction of Dr.
Khalil Totah, of the Syrian-Lebanese Federation.
Though its declared purpose was to useek to
implement its policy as a medium of goodwill
between the U. S. and the Arab countries,"
most of its activities were concerned with the
'5

~ght against the establishment of a Jewish
National Home in Palestine. In April, 1945 it
issued a Manifesto on Palestine, addressed to the
delegates of the United Nations at San Francisco
and distributed at the conference there. After
declaring ccin the name of thousands of loyal
American citizens of Arab-speaking stock" that
the Balfour Declaration was ccnot binding on the
Arabs either morally or legally", it opposed any
further Jewish immigration into Palestine on
the grounds that the Balfour Declaration had
already been more than fulfilled. ccThe Jews do
have a national home in Palestine, they have a
cultural home." The manifesto piously praised
the Hebrew University, cca place to look upon
with pride." The Jews should, therefore, let it
go at that, and should ~ecognize that uthe people
of Palestine are one with the people of neighboring Syria." The manifesto is significant not
mainly because of what it tried to help achieve
at the time, but because we find in it three of
the more sinister points which Arab propaganda
has been trying to put across to the American
public ever since:
1. ~cit has been estimated that if the U. S. had
accepted Jewish immigration and refugees in
the same proportion per square mile as Palestine
has done~ we would have welcomed in the last
ten years 80,920,000 Jews!"
This, of course, is a thinly veiled appeal to
those who would fight against any large-scale
admittance of Jewish refugees into the United
States, and who would therefore be inclined to
uunderstand" that no one else could ccwelcome"
them, not even into the country where the
establishment of a national home had been promised them.
2. uworld security demands that Palestine be
kept in the Arab fold. A Jewish State there
would be . . . indefensible. Arabs and Moslems
e:verywhere had expressed themselves in unmistakable terms against its creation."
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the spread of anti-Semitism in the United States,
if American Jews continue expressing their sympathy for Israel.
At about the same time, various public :figures, both Arabs and Americans friendly to the
Arab cause, conjure-d up a dark future for
American interests, if the United States did not
reverse its stand. King Ibn Saud of Saudi-Arabia
threatened to cut off the flow of oil if Israel
came into existence with· American political
support. Since then Arabian oil has been flowing in ever-increasing quantities, and with evergrowing profits for the old king. And on August
12, 1948, Dr. Stephen B. L. Penrose, en route to
Beirut to take over the Presidency of the American University there, told the World Affairs
Council in San Francisco, that ((support of Zion
threatened our potential war use of Arab-controlled airfields." In his view, the argument that
the United States should continue to support
partition of Palestine because the United Nations
had endorsed it, was uinconsistent, since we, the
U. S., have in the past paid absolutely no attention to U.N. when it has been to our interest to
do otherwise." (San Francisco Chronicle, August 13, 1948).
It was also in the period of 1947-8 that a
number of Arab amateur propagandists made
contact with several notorious local hate-mongers to further their common purpose. These
affairs, for the most part clandestine, are historically too insignificant to justify treatment in
detail.
a period of about two years,
during which much was said and written
about the imminent establishment of a largescale propaganda organization by the Arab
League, but little was done about it. A ((Plan
to Publicize the Arab Cause," prepared by
American experts in the late summer of 1948
for consideration by the Arab Governments,
THERE FOLLOWED
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began with the categorical statement that uthe
Arab cause desperately needs to be publicized ...
. the main target of an Arab publicity campaign
should be the U. S." Methods were discussed
in detail, such as the relative usefulness of pictures, articles, newspaper advertising, straight
news stories and movies. Tactics were discussed,
usubtletly should be the watchword in an Arab
publicity campaign . . . for example, it would
be psychologically inadvisable to establish a publicity office under a name ... that would mention the word (Arab' in any way. Instead, an
office in the United States might be established
under a name such as (Middle East News Service' which would imply, at least for a valuable
period, a certain neutrality, and eventually authenticity far surpassing that usually associated
with propaganda." (Later in this article, we
shall have occasion to show that Miss Dorothy
Thompson's ((American Friends of the Middle
East" apparently had the same subtle idea in
1951). This master plan also discussed propaganda lines likely to be most effective, and suggested to stress, among others, the following
themes:
1. The danger of communism infiltrating and
developing in the Middle East ((owing to
Zionist acceptance of communist aid and
personnel, and Zionist endorsement of communist ideology."
2. The plight of Arab refugees.
3. ((The need of preserving Arab-American
friendship-owing to economic, political and
military reasons;"
4. ttThe need for Arab oil in the recovery of
Europe, in view of the approaching oil shortage in the U. S. A."
Written before the 1948 presidential elections,
the plan urged the Arabs to ((make every effort
to point out to the incoming Republican Administration that they are anxious to rebuild
9

their friendship with the United States. At the
same time, the Arabs must show the United
States the harm that has been done by Truman's
policy of supporting the Zionists."
The suggested annual budget for such a central Arab propaganda office was $500,000.

IT WOULD SEEM

that this, and other plans for
the central direction of Arab propaganda in
the United States, were shelved by the Arab
Governments for the time being, for it was
not until the end of 1950 that press reports from
Cairo and other Arab capitals indicated that the
necessary funds were being sought from the various Arab Parliaments. One need not look far
to find the reasons for the delay: The Arab
countries had little in common except their hatred for Israel; they had little of a positive nature
to propagandize; Egypt, in those days, was
looked upon by the world in general and by the
United States in. particular, as hopelessly corrupt and as incurably diseased. Syria's civilian
political life was completely disrupted by a series of bloody army revolutions. The Secretariat
of the Arab League was a farce, unable to take
effective action on any subject concerning the
Arab countries as a group. These reasons, and
not lack of funds or talent, account for the
absence of organized and coordinated action in
the field of propaganda. It is some of these
reasons, and especially the divergence of interests among the Arab countries, that probably
account even to-day for the absence of a central
Arab propaganda service in the United States.
The absence of coordinated propaganda, however, does not mean that Arab representatives
and agencies in this country remained inactive
during those years. As the American public
showed an increasing interest in international
affairs generally, commensurate with increasing
American responsibilities in the conduct of international affairs, ever growing numbers of
10

universities, civic clubs, professional and general
organizations held conferences and seminars on
world affairs. The Middle East, so full of political, social and economic problems, figured
prominently in many of these meetings. Thus
Arab propagandists began traveling around the
country ever more frequently. In addition, large
numbers of students from the various Arab
countries began devoting much of their time to
propaganda activities in the universities, especially in California, Michigan and some of the
colleges on the East Coast. And, of course, every
fall, leading Arab diplomats tried to turn the
General Assembly and the various committees
of the United Nations into platforms for their
political harangues. During that period, we also
see Arab efforts to set up a number of friendly
American organizations under various guises.
We shall deal in detail with this subject later.
However, it was not until after the Fifth
Assembly of the United Nations in the fall of
1950 that Arab propaganda in this country
really gathered momentum. In addition to the
regular mission of each Arab country to the
United Nations, the Arab League itself was represented at the assembly by an unofficial observer
in the person of Azzam Pasha himself, then Secretary General of the League. Azzam was evidently impressed with the desirability of a large
scale central propaganda office in the United
States. This much is learned from the Egyptian
press which throughout 1951 discusa_ed this
matter. Various plans were weighed. One was
the proposal to establish a separate Egyptian
propaganda office in the United States, with an
annual budget of $165,000, engaging mainly in
the distribution of pamphlets and bulletins and
in the circulation of American and Arab speakers. A second proposal envisaged the establishment of an information office serving the entire
Arab League, ((to counteract the propaganda of
our enemies in the international arena." Offices
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would be established in the United States, three
European capitals and one Latin American capital and the annual budget would be almost
$600,000 (Le progres, Cairo, Sept. 19, '51.) A
third proposal called for the setting up of an
Egyptian propaganda ministry beaming information chiefly toward the U. S. Professor Selim Bey, Dean of the Faculty of Commerce of
Cairo's Fouad I University, was to be in charge
of this new agency. In June, 1951, an Egyptian
mission headed by Prof. Selim arrived in the
United States under the title ((Egyptian Town
Hall."
Ostensibly it was the counterpart of the
American Town Hall on the Air which during
a world tour in the summer of 1949, had also
visited Cairo, but in reality this Egyptian Town
Hall Mission-which had come into existence
for the specific purpose of the American tour
and promptly dispersed after its return to Egypt
-was concerned very little with the civic aspects of the Town Hall institution. It was a
straightforward propaganda mission. The group
toured this country for six weeks and was accorded every customary courtesy by their American hosts. A representative of the Dept. of
State accompanied the Mission and saw to it
that the Voice of America accord it adequate
publicity. The group visited the major cities of
the United States and was given every opportunity to reach large audiences through radio,
television and public meetings. The main purpose of the Mission, judging by the consistent
tenor of the speeches, was to create anti-British
feeling and to generate as much discord as possible between the United States and Great Britain. Although the members of the Mission
were obviously under general instructions to
fight only uon the British front," Israel was
attacked by them a number of times as ((the
poison in the Middle East." It would seem that
in various cities people wondered why a cul12

tural mission on a courtesy tour of the United
States, should abuse its hosts' hospitality by
engaging more in attacks on countries friendly
to the United States, than in what was ordinarily expected: a presentation of life in Egypt, of
social and economic progress, and of general
achievements and plans. Prominence was given
to these criticisms in the report published by the·
New York Town Hall on the Air after the conelusion of the Egyptians' visit. Prof Selim revisited this country on a second tour in 1952,.
when· he again fought verbal battles, mainly
against the British.
of Dr. Farid Zeineddin of Syria as his country's chief permanent delegate to the United Nations, a new phase·
in Arab propaganda in this country began ..
Zeineddin, now ambassador in Washington, is a,
dynamic, swash-buckling, vain and violent person. It is evidently his belief that the best way
to hurt Israel is to hurt American Zionists and
American Jews generally. He resorted to a particular brand of propaganda which found its.
culmination in his speeches before the United
Nations last April. Along with Dr. CharlesMalik, the Lebanese Ambassador in Washington,
he is today the leading Arab propagandist in
this country.
Before we examine the latest, and most sinister propaganda stratagems, it seems opportune·
to list the various arguments which were by
now used extensively in the speeches and writings of Arab propagandists in this country. Not
every Arab representative uses every one of these
arguments. In fact, it would be impossible to
use them all at the same time, because quite a
few of them are mutually contradictory. Different arguments are used for different types of
audience, and each speaker makes use of those
which best suit his personality, reputation or
WITH THE APPOINTMENT
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background. Thus, Dr. Charles Malik, casting
himself in the role of a political philosopher,
always uses the spiritual approach, and the pose
of a devoted long-time friend of the United
States. Syrians and Iraqis, waving in the faces
of their American listeners the geographic position of their countries-somewhat closer to the
Russian border than Lebanon and Egypt-toy
with vague threats about their eventual position
in an outright East-West conflict. Those Arab
countries under whose soil oil flows, talk mainly
about the strategic and material value of their
treasures. Those who do not possess oil, demand
that dte United States abandon its materialistic
attitude and come to recognize the cultural and
spiritual values of the Arab world. Military people use the lure of air bases, and the threat of a
hostile population in case of war. But one thing
all Arab speeches and writings in this cou.Rtry
have in common: the attitude of grievance and
self-pity and the appeal for ufairness to the
underdog."

A NY

SERIES OF SPEECHES by Arab representatives will include the following decalogue
of arguments:

1. The importance of the Middle East. The
Middle East is important for a variety of
reasons, depending on the personality of the
speaker: because it is the cradle of civilization and of three great religions; as the area
inhabited by 40,000,000 awakening Arabs
(sometimes stretched to include everything
from the Atlantic shores of Africa to the
border of India, and then 40 million Arabs
become 2 0 0 million Moslems) ; as the
world's greatest reserve of oil; and as a
strategically vital expanse of territory.
2. Vague threats about the course which the

Middle Eastern peoples may steer in an EastWest conflict. American anxieties about
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the security of the West are played upon
with cynical abandon. ((The Arab peoples
have always been devoted friends of the
United States, but they may reluctantly
turn to communism, if America does not
change its attitude." ((They will prefer outright Soviet annexation to Zionist domination," etc. It is considered discourteous to
ask a speaker to cite one instance when the
Arabs sided with Western democracy in a
serious conflict. He will also become rather
indignant if a listener voices a certain skepticism about Arab willingness to risk their
skins in either the Western or the Communist cause, or in any cause for that matter.
3. The Arabs have made great contributions in
time of war. This is brazenly put forward
by Egyptian speakers especially. If one expresses astonished disbelief, the speaker will
pompously quote from a conventional courtesy letter written by some British officer
in Egypt at the end of the last war, expressing his appreciation for the way in which
some Egyptian policemen stood gua-rd over
a number of military installations in the
Suez Canal area, safely tucked away several
hundred miles behind the frontline.
4. The Arabs have been misrepresented in the

American Press.

They have been called
backward, fanatical and corrupt. This is
really a malicious and false accusation, because only the hated British caused corruption and illiteracy for their own purpose.
Basically, the Arabs are very progressive
people as is evidenced by the regimes of
General Naguib in Egypt and of Col. Shishakli in Syria, who have talked very much
about progress and reforms. Arab speakers
do not like to be asked if this talk has been
followed by action, especially n<>t Syrian
speakers.
15

5. The United States is rrdifferent" from ether
countries. Playing off the United States
against Britain and France is a favorite pastime of Arab propagandists. Britain an<i
France are represented as having done nothing in the Middle East except oppress the
native peoples, while the United States is
praised for the missionaries and teachers it
sent there and for the ideals of democracy
it spread through the Middle East. Since the
United States showed the way in 1776, it
must support everybody :fighting the British.
This, in this writees view, is a powerful
argument, because in spite of much demagogy surrounding it, it expresses a basic
urge of every people to rid itself from even
the last vestiges of foreign influence. The
only fallacy in this argument is that it tends
to give the impression that while British and
French influences must be completely eradicated, American influence will be welcome.
6. The United States must Prefer the friend-

ship of the strong Arab World to that of the
small state of Israel. Israel, Americans are
told, will not exist for long anyhow, because the Arab peoples will not suffer its
existence in their midst.

7. The United States must protect the poor
and defenseless Arab States from the threat
of powerful Israeli aggression. If one thinks
that this and the foregoing arguments do
not go well together, one need not worry;
one will never hear them expressed at the
same time.
8. Small Israel has received as much American
aid as all the surrounding Arab States put
together. What is conveniently forgotten
is that Congress votes economic assistance
not as a charity on a per capita basis
throughout the world, but in an effort to
help friendly countries overcome some of
16

their urgent economic problems; that the
Arab states have not been able to use up
even those amounts which Congress granted
them; that the chief reason for widespread
poverty in the Arab world is not the lack
of economic resources, but a feudal society
and the concentration of most of the natural wealth in very few hands.
9. The plight of the Arab refugees. This is
the most powerful argument Arab propagandists can dispose of, although some of
its effect seems to be wearing off. The refugees are pictured as ((victims of Jewish aggression and atrocity" and the United States
is blamed fo.r their present condition since
the U. S., along with the overwhelming
majority of the U. N., voted for Partition
and a Jewish State. The refugees are always
t"epresented as peaceful peasants and shopkeepers who were driven from their homes
overnight. Nothing is said about the Arab
invasion of Israel, about wholesale devastation of Jewish settlements in the path of
Arab advance; nothing is said about the
share which Arab leaders themselves had in
the organized, and in many instances artificial, flight of the Arab population in several mixed towns in Palestine. Arab politicians who themselves are largely personally
responsible for the creation of the Arab refugee problem will countenance no other solution than the mass return of those refugees
to Israel. This insistence on refugee repatriation is also used as the excuse for keeping
the refugees in camps and the refusal to
allow them to earn their livelihood outside
the camps in their new and more congenial
surroundings, if they so wish. The question
of the refugees is such an important pawn
in the Arab political and propaganda game,
that any equitable and permanent solution
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of the problem is constantly opposed by
several Arab Governments. The fate of
these refugees is thus prostituted for the
purpose of keeping alive a hot political issue, and thus a considerable asset.
When the question of compensation for
lands abandoned by those Arabs who fled
Palestine during the war is raised, even the
most lowly peasant becomes a wealthy landowner for the purposes of calculation. The
latest claims put forward by some authoritative Arab spokesmen on behalf of property-owning refugees, is 12 billion dollars.
As the highest credible estimate of the number of refugees is in the vicinity of 800,000,
every single member of a refugee family
would claim to have owned land worth
15,000 dollars! The family of the average
peasant living in serfdom for generations,
or of the average city peddler owning a
donkey and never knowing where his next
meal would come from, would thus be
worth at least a hundred thousand dollars.
Palestin~ evidently must have been the
Arabs' Eldorado.

10. United Nations resolutions must be obeyed.
Ever since the Arab states lost their war
against Israel, they have appeared as champions of the United Nations. On innumerable occasions they have argued that the
prestige of the United Nations in the eyes
of the world depends largely upon the implementation of all United Nations resolutions concerning the Palestine issue. This
freqently makes sense at first to an uninformed audience. Indeed, anyone protecting the honor and prestige of the U.N. in
good faith is to be highly commended. What
Arab spokesmen conveniently omit to mention is the fact that the root of the trouble
lies in the Arab opposition by force to the
18

basic U.N. resolution on Palestine: Partition.
Having fought it, and lost and suffered in
consequence, the Arabs are now trying to
convince the American public that it is
Israel and not they which stands in opposition to the United Nations.

THE

though for the most
part mendacious, or at least beclouding the
issues, are such as statesmen and diplomats might
be expected to use in their verbal fights with
their opponents in the international arena if they
are uninhibited with a desire for truthfulness
and honesty. However, early in 1953 Dr. Zeineddin and a few of his colleagues added to those
arguments the appeal to prejudice, suspicion and
hate. Appeal to anti-Semitism is nothing new
in the history of calumny of the Jewish people,
but it has never before been tried on the American people by foreign diplomats as part of a
calculated design.
ABOVE ARGUMENTS,

There have been rumors for quite some time
that Arab propagandists were weighing the advisability of attacking American Jews before
their fellow-Americans. However, the first
known case of an open attack occured in February 19 53 during a conference on Middle
Eastern Affairs sponsored by the Foreign Service
Educational Foundation in Washington, for the
benefit of corporations from all over the country. During the conference, a minor State Department official read an address by Mr. Bakr,
then Iraqi Charge D'Affaires in Washington and
now his country's Foreign Secretary, in which
Bakr used the then recent ((Doctors' Plot" of
Moscow to show that Jews could really not be
trusted anywhere and that they are part of an
international conspiracy, whether they are Russian citizens, Americans or citizens of any other
country. Dr. Zeineddin, Bakr's Syrian colleague,
tried out this theme a month later in an address
19

at the University of Vermont. His full-fledged
attack carne on April 15, 1953 at the Seventh
Session of the United Nations in New York.
During that session it became clear that the
initiation by various communist countries of a
policy of anti-Zionist, anti-Israel and anti-Jewish incitement had stimulated Arab propaganda
efforts in this field and had encouraged Arab
spokesmen to increasingly calumnious attacks
of a pronouncedly anti-Semitic character.
In his address, the Syrian Ambassador stated:
((The steps taken by the Soviet Union were met
with deep satisfaction and appreciation in my
country and the public opinion of other Middle
Eastern countries . . . Zionism uses the Jewish
religion for its political purposes ... Jews who
become Zionists act as a separate closely knit
group within their nation. They serve their
own Zionist interests. Their allegianee is therefore not to their legal country. Their allegiance
to their legal country is formal and not real.
Their real allegiance would be to Zionism and
Israel, i.e., to a foreign authority. An American,
an Argentinian, a Russian or a Syrian Zionist
are all one in furthering the aims of Zionism in
Israel, be it to the detriment of the interest of
their legal country. This, naturally, creates mistrust, suspicion and apprehension between Zionist Jews and non-Jews. Thus Zionism breeds and
enhances the growth of anti-Semitism. In fact
everywhere that Zionism grew, it brought antiSemitism in its wake."
is a definite attack by the
Syrian Ambassador to the United States on a
section of the population of the country to
which he is accredited. It is a statement to the
effect that members of American Zionist organizations, or indeed all Americans showing syrnpathy for the cause of Zionism, are not really
loyal Americans at all, but owe allegiance to
THIS STATEMENT
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Israel. The words ((naturally creates mistrust"
are the key to the speaker's purpose in that
statement. As this mistrust is ((natural," it receives the blessings of the Syrian Ambassador.
Zeineddin, after piously insisting that he is
not anti-Semitic C(How can we Arabs be antiSemitic? Are we not Semites ourselves?"), repeats the calumny of the international Zionist
conspiracy in the following passage:
((Zionists today are organized all over the
world ... they join political parties ranging from
diehard conservatism to communism, but as
Zionists they work towards one end ... Zionism works in a way which constantly adversely
affects world peace and the security of other
states by inciting the Jews to feel that they are
exiles in their various homelands and by developing in them a conviction that they are an
entity of their own in any country. It breaches,
with one stroke, the national unity in their
country on the basis of religion, thus diminishing
national harmony." Finally Zeineddin uses the
old and characteristic anti-Semitic argument that
Zionism will, if necessary, have recourse to world
war if there is no other way to serve its interests.
((The power of Zionism is today much less than
before, but its purpose remains the same, namely
to serve, through its peculiar rapproche1nent or
through war, its own ends. It cannot attain
these ends in the Middle East without the help
of the Big Powers, the peoples of the whole area
being opposed to it. If it cannot secure the. help
of all the Big Powers, it will act, in its own
way ... for war to destroy its opponents. For
these ends, it commands the support of the
Zionist pressure groups, whether in the conservative or in the communist camps, whether in
this or that country, and not for the policies
of that country but for Zionism."
Zeineddin evidently must have thought that
having stated that he was not anti-Semitic, he
21

was perfectly free to repeat the age-old antiSemitic slanders under the new guise of antiZionism. He was joined in his attacks by his
colleagues from Iraq and Lebanon. There can
be no doubt that the purpose of this and similar
speeches was to try and incite one section of his
host country's population against another section.

THE SYRIAN AMBASSADOR received his first serious rebuff from a quarter were he might ·
least have expected it. On July 3rd, 1953, he
arrived in Houston, Texas, to address a convention of the Southern Federation of Syria-Lebanon American Clubs, a civic organization composed of Americans originating in the Levant.
His statements as published in the Houston Post
include the following:
((We don't believe Jews . . . should have a
double loyalty. We don't believe they should
have a loyalty to Israel, to the detriment of the
country in which they are citizens." Then he
added piously: ui would like to state emphatically that we have nothing at all against the
Jews, but are opposed to Zionism as we are also
opposed to anti-Semitism. In fact, Zionism and
anti-Semitism breed one another."
This outburst caused an uproar among his
hosts and the President of the Federation announced that he was recommending to the exexecutive board of the Federation that at future
conv~ntions no diplomatic representatives be
invited, so that the offered hospitality would not
be abused. It remains to be seen whether Dr.
Zeineddin will pursue his attacks on American
Jews, a somewhat unusual way for a foreign
Ambassador to discharge his duties here.

We had left the plans for an Arab League
propaganda office in the United States as they
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stood at the end of 1951. The idea was never
abandoned and was periodically mentioned in
one or another Arab newspaper. Meanwhile the
Arab bloc at the United Nations had taken
shape, and although its members were ~harply
divided on a number of vital political problems
facing the group as a whole or one of its components in particular, they acted more or less
in unison in matters affecting Israel. On December 29, 1952, at the conclusion of the first
half of the Seventh U.N. assembly, the Heads
of all Arab Missions to the U. S. and to the
U.N. met in New York with the new Secretary
General of the Arab League. A few days later,
the Arabic press carried reports stating that one
of the items discussed during that meeting was
the establishment, at long last, of a central information office. On May lOth, 1953, it was
announced in Cairo that the Arab League had
approved a budget of 25 0,000 dollars a year for
this purpose. However, the establishment of a
propaganda office is today little more than a
formality of hardly any practical interest. This
is so not only because most of the Arab countries
have meanwhile strengthened their own independent propaganda sections here, but also-or
rather mainly-because an American organization has entered the field of Arab propaganda
with much better facilities and far greater capabilities than the Arabs themselves can ever hope
to achieve by their own efforts.
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American Propagandists
for the Arabs
II
of this article we discussed
the efforts of the member states of the Arab
League, since the end of World War II, to combine their propaganda activities in this country.
We pointed out the different political interests
which the various Arab states have in the
United States, and which have a direct bearing
on the requirements of their public relations.
We must also recall that it is onlv in their determination to undermine Israel's. international
position that the Arabs have been able to pursue
a more or less united propaganda policy. Finally, we stated the main arguments used by Arab
spokesmen in their endeavor to raise their own
prestige in the eyes of the American public and
to lower that of Israel.
However, it has been quite clear to the Arabs
from the very beginning that they could make
only limited headway through their own efforts
alone, and that only a well-organized, well- fi.nanced and determined American organization
could further their propaganda effectively. Arab
spokesmen themselves labor under several important disadvantages. They have little to offer
but grievances; most of their countries are still
in an internal state which cannot look particularly attractive to a public as devoted to elementary inalienable freedoms as the American
public. The history of the Arab peoples has
perennially been that of fence-sitters and
• xenophobes; and finally, except for one or two
capable spokesmen at the United Nations, Arab
representatives in this country have not exhibit} N THE FIRST PART
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ed any remarkable talent in the public relations
field. For all these reasons, it became imperative
for the Arabs that prominent Americans should ·
take up their cause as their main activity, and
speak up as Americans who are ccnot intrinsically pro-Arab" but who have at heart only
((American security interests," and have come to
the conclusion that Arab friendship is vital and
must under no circumstances be prejudiced.
The Arabs have never actually lacked Amer-.
ican protagonists in important professional circles. It would be difficult to determine to what
degree the politically strategic positions in which
those men were placed could be said to have
offset the wider public sympathy which the
Jewish cause in Palestine has always enjoyed.
There can, however, be no question but that
those circles have always been of tremendous
usefulness to ,..the Arab cause.
Pro-Arab opinion · in this country originally
centered in, and was spread by, academic groups
in a number of prominent universities with
facilities for Middle Eastern studies. Best known
among these is Prof. Hitti's Program in Near
Eastern studies at Princeton, but there are
others at Chicago, Yale and elsewhere. Their
opinions and activities have always been shared
and furthered by the American Universities at
Beirut and Cairo, and by many other American
educational institutions in Arab countries affiliated in this country with the Near East College
Association. The trend of Prof. Hitti's department is of a nature made abundantly clear to
any Princetonian who takes the trouble to follow the department's program. The Near East
College Association which was formed in 1927
as a joint enterprise of American educational
institutions in the Middle East, states that its
components ((as institutions take no part in political activities, but faculty members or students
of the colleges are free as individual citizens in
their choice of politics." (A Survey of Amer25

ican interests in the Middle East, by the Middle
East Institute of Washington, 1953.) Dr.
Stephen B. L. Penrose, the present President of
the American University in Beirut, and Dr.
Bayard Dodge, his predecessor in that office,
have given ample evidence of their ((choice of
politics."
It is, of course, not surprising that representatives of such institutions should lean to the
. Arab side. It is to their own immediate interest
to keep their operations · in the Arab States as
smooth as possible. The Arabs are their wards,
so to speak, and anything which in their view
might disturb the calm in which they work is
distasteful to them and its attempted removal
justifies the full exertion of their influence.
Other, and possibly wider considerations, are not
their concern. In principle there is no difference
between their immediate interests and those of
economic enterprises such as the Arabian-American Oil Co. (ARAMCO). Nor, for similar
reasons, is it unnatural that many-though by
no means all-missionary organizations operating in Arab countries should frequently find
themselves on the Arab side where differences
with Israel are concerned. It is, by the way, not
always easy to define the borders between educational and missionary work in Arab lands.
moral observations but points
of fact. The Arabs never had just reason to
complain that they were alone in this country,
while Israel and Zionism had many powerful
supporters. The degree to which the influence
of American educators on Arah affairs reached
·e ven into the Department of State is exemplified
by the fact that two gentlemen who, at various
times, in recent years served in the not insignificant capacity of Middle East Intelligence Advisers at the Department of State, are educators
in the Arab field. One has just been appointed
acting President of the American University at
THESE ARE NOT
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Cairo, where he taught previously for many
years. The other was born in the Middle West
and taught at an American college there. They
have never made a secret of their ((politics."
Professors on Middle Eastern affairs who for
one reason or another happen to be of a decidedly pro-Arab frame of mind, of course exert their
influence mainly upon their students-the future diplomats, educators and businessmen with
a special interest in the Middle East-and indirectly on the faculty and student body in general. It is quite likely that because of their
standing as ((experts" in the field, they also have
at times a measure of direct or indirect influence
on official thinking. Their work in academic
and generally ccinterested circles," is supplemented by the Middle East Institute of Washington, D.C. The Middle East Institute was
founded in 1946, ccfor the purpose of developing interest in the Middle East among the American people through dissemination of factual
information regarding the area. The Institute
is a non-profit, non-governmental organization
which receives its entire financial support· from
private foundations, American-owned industrial
and commercial concerns, membership dues and
interested United States citizens who contribute
as individuals."
The Middle East Institute holds annual conferences on major problems affecting the Middle
East generally. The conferences are attended in
ever growing numbers, mainly by students,
teachers and Government officials specializing in
Middle East affairs, and by diplomats. The Institute issues a quarterly called the Middle East
Journal, and a bi-weekly newsletter. It also
promotes public lectures in this country by
visiting personalities from the Middle East. By
and large, -the M.E.I. is quite honestly devoted
to scholarly pursuits, and in the past has made
efforts not to appear, or perhaps indeed not to
be, one-sided in its treatment of ;Middle East
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:affairs. On a few occasions it had speakers from
Israel or speakers known to favor Israel's cause,
:as it also had British and French speakers. It
-seems evident, however, that it never did so with
much enthusiasm. The great preponderance of
·s cholars and others invited to speak at the In·s titute's various functions are concerned with
Arab matters exclusively. At the time the Institute was. founded, there was as yet no State of
Israel, although the Palestin~ situation had already reached a critical stage. The emergence
<>f Israel ruffled, among other things, also the
scholastic calm of organizations concerned with
:an area which till then had seemed to them relatively homogeneous. It can be imagined that
even scholars resented this ((disturbance." It
was, however, not until the past year or so that
the M.E.I. showed some open hostility towards
Israel. Even to-day, this hostility, though rather
evident to the habitue, is not very obvious to
the wider public. It :finds indirect expression
in the Institute's periodicals, more through omission of Israel's viewpoints on the problems of
the area, than through commission of outright
attacks on Israel ·and Zionism. The M.E.I. 's
most recent venture is the sponsoring of speaking tours throughout the U.S. of twenty or
more Arab and Moslem participants at the
Princeton Colloquium on Islamic Culture,
which was held in the middle of September.
The importance of scholastic and scientific
establishments favorable to the Arab side should
not be underestimated. Because of their particular interest in international affairs, the circles
reached by these establishments are, of course,
far more influential than similar numbers of
average Americans. And yet, the Arabs must
make an impr·ession on the wider general au. diences if they want to sway public opinion
their way in any appreciable measure. And they
must reach the general public in terms that are
easily comprehensible. Among the most direct
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and effective approaches is, quite naturally, the·
humanitarian appeal. The Arabs realized this
well, and soon after the conclusion of the ArabIsrael war, two organizations were set up by
George Barakat, an American citizen of Lebanese extraction, and President of the Syrian
Lebanese Federation. They were the Middle
East Relief, Inc., and H.E.L.P. As their names
imply, they were presented to the American
public as relief agencies, concerned chiefly with
the collection of clothes and food for the Arah
refugees of the Palestine war. Because of the
professed humanitarian purpose, Barakat succeeded in obtaining the sponsorship of many
Americans with impressive names. Before long,.
however, these groups engaged in outright political and propagandist activities under their humanitarian cloak. They brought to this country
from the Arab part of Palestine, one Youssef
Bandak, whose father was Mayor of Bethlehem
and a close associate of the notorious Mufti of
Jerusalem. Bandak promptly embarked on a
particularly vicious and mendacious brand of
propaganda . . The political purposes of HELP
and M.E. Relief became so obvious that on September 3 0, 1949, Gov. Christian A. Herter of
Massachussetts, who had agreed to serve as ViceChairman of HELP for humanitarian reasons,.
announced the withdrawal of his name from
HELP's list. This in itself was probably a blow
to both organizations. But also for various other
reasons, they had never gained a real foothold
among the wide public, and to this day they·
remain of little importance.
of citizens in the United
States which would seem to be the obvious.
vehicle for the public relations of the Arab
States in general, and of Syria and Lebanon in
particular. There are hundreds of thousands of
emigrants from the Levant who settled here
since the turn of the century. Like most otherTHERE IS ONE GROUP
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ethnic groups they can be expected to feel a
certain attachment to the ~~old country." Many
of them are organized in the Federation of
Syrian and Lebanese American clubs, and are
grouped regionally in three main bodies: The
Syrian and Lebanese American Federation of
the Eastern States, the Southern Federation, and
one in the Midwest. The function of these
clubs has traditionally been mainly social. In
the past few years, the representatives of Syria
and of Lebanon tried to enlist the Federation in
the political battle on their countries' behalf.
The difficulties encountered in this endeavor
have at their root the same religious and ethnic
difficulties which make political life in Lebanon
a precarious game of juggling and which bedevil
relations between Syria and Lebanon. Syria is
an almost exclusively Moslem country, while
Lebanon has Christians and Moslems in almost
equal proportions. The hostility between the
two groups in Lebanon basically exceeds by far
the hostility of Lebanon as a whole against Israel. Many Christian groups in Lebanon have
always favored Zionism and Jewish settlement
in Palestine as. a matter of self-interest in their
fear and suspicion of Syria and of the Moslem
communities in their own country. Even today, many Christian groups and leaders there
would no doubt welcome with all their heart a
peace treaty with Israel, if only they dared speak
out openly. This schism between different
ethnic groups in the Levant is reflected also in
the opinions and attitudes of their emigrants in
this country.
The Federation in the Midwest has steered
clear of politics, and the constitution of the
Southern Federation specifically prohibits political or religious discussions. It is only the leadership of the Eastern Federation - by far the
strongest among the three regional groups which has actively taken up the political and
propaganda fight against Israel, although it was
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ccorganized for educational, cultural and social
purposes." (Survey of American interests in the
Middle East.) In the summer of 1951, it sent
a delegation to President Truman to present a
program for an American Foreign Policy in the
Middle East, a program which identified itself
in all essential points concerning Israel with the
Arab position. The Eastern Federation must,
therefore, be considered willing to support the
Arab side a priori. The Eastern Federation cannot, however, truly claim to represent the unanimous views of Arab-Americans along the Eastern seaboard. It certainly does not represent
the many thousands of Christian Maronites, who
are in fact diametrically opposed to its purposes,
and who have established their own rival organization. (In the first part we already dealt with
the sharp rebuke received by the Syrian Ambassador from the Southern Federation for his
hardly-veiled anti-Semitic speech there last
July.)
specific issues and on the Palestine
question generally, the Arabs have a powerful ally in the Catholic Near East Welfare Association, directed by Msgr. Thomas McMahon of
Cardinal Spellman's office. The C.N.E.W.A. is
((the largest American component of the Pontifical Mission for Palestine refugees." A number
of pamphlets and brochures distributed by the
C.N.E.W.A. over the past few years deal with
the refugee problem in a way that puts the
blame for its creation squarely on Israel's
shoulders, and offers the same solution advocated
by the Arabs themselves: Repatriation. On the
question of Jerusalem the C.N.E.W.A. of course
propagates Vatican insistence on the territorial
internationalization of the city and its surroundings. In this the Vatican is at one with all Arab
States except Jordan, the only Arab country
which is directly concerned and which is as
much opposed to territorial internationalization
QN TWO
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as is Israel herself. When the present session of
the United Nation's General Assembly opened
on September 15, the C.N.E.W.A. issued its
latest pamphlet on Jerusalem, ((Hills of the
Morning"· reportedly in at least 100,000 copies
-in which it not only reiterated its insistence
on territorial internationalization, but also repeated a lot of general old propaganda in connection with Palestine. The pamphlet quotes
from a memorandum which the C.N.E.W.A.
submitted in 1947 to the U.N. Special Committee on Palestine: HOur interest is not political."
It had then demanded guarantees of Christian
claims ((for no other motive than to guarantee
the Christian interests, and more particularly
Roman Catholic interests in Palestine." Even
now the Association is ((beyond politics when
we speak of the Christian stake in Palestine."
How does this claim stand up against the following passages from the present pamphlet?:
((The Arabs in Israel, many of t11em displaced
from their towns and their olive groves, look on
as Israel overflows with hundreds of thousands
of stateless Jews, fleeing from the four corners
of the world to (Eretz Israel.'" And again,
((there is a victorious state of Israel, brimming
over and beyond the boundaries granted it under the partition plan." The presence or absence of political motives may be deduced, I
think, also from the fact that while the move
of Israel's Foreign Ministry to join the rest of
its cabinet in the new, Jewish part of Jerusalem,
is called ((aggression," Jordan's refusal to accept
any kind of international supervision in the Old
City-where almost all the Holy Places are located-is passed over in silence. As for the refugees, its only solution is uto see the rights of
over 800,000 homeless Arab refugees restored
to them. Such a simple issue cannot be confused." Of course, it all depends on what is
considered to be confusion.
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our attention to the newest,
but probably most important American organization in the pro-Arab propaganda field, we
m ight deal briefly and in passing with that
strange outcropping, the American Council for
J udaism for whom the very idea of a Jewish
State has long been an obsession. The history
and opinions of the Council for Judaism are too
well-known to require elaboration here. Suffice
it to recall that as far back as 1945, in the very
days when the gruesome details of the slaughter
of European Jewry were becoming known, the
Council sent a memorandum to Mr. Cordell
Hull, then Secretary of State, stating opposition
t o any American encouragement of the admission of the pitiful remnants into Palestine. The
Council, not content with propagating its own
peculiar theory of the nature of the Jewish people, has always been the champion of Arab
claims on Palestine. After the establishment of
Israel, the Council more or less resigned itself
t o that painful fact, but it has never ceased to
join the chorus of Israel's opponents and enemies
as a matter of principle, regardless of the part icular issue under discussion. In its zeal, it
outdoes almost every pro-Arab organization and
is matched only by the most extreme among the
Arabs themselves. The Council is now represented in the American Friends of the Middle
E ast by Rabbi Elmer Berger, its Executive Dir ector and principal spokesman on all matters
Israeli. Mr. Alfred Lilienthal, the Council's
Washington representative and one of its forem ost Zionist-baiters, has recently returned from
a brief tour of the Middle East and is now publishing a book entitled ((What Price Israel?" It
p romises to be a brilliant jewel in the Arab
crown.
It must be assumed that the Council for Judaism honestly believes itself to be an ally of the
Arabs rather than their instrument, and one
w onders whether its members realize to what exBEFORE WE TURN
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tent they are simply made dupes. How does it
feel to be used as a Schaujude, as window-dressing, as a facade of decency and as an alibi-by
countries for whom the differentiation between
Jew and Zionist is merely a matter of expediency
and of momentary tactics? One also is sometimes
inclined to wonder about the curious fact that
the Council, which professes to be deeply engrossed in its projects for the education of the
young generation of -American Jews and in a
multitude of other cultural ventures, and which
declares Israel an alien land and none of its concern-that this same Council rarely has any
topic to offer for public discussion at its annual
conferences and elsewhere, except those very
topics of Zionism and Israel. The Council has
considered it as its duty to join in the denunciations of Israel for its share in the recent flareup of violence on the Israel-Jordan frontier.
What mysterious facilities the Council has for
ascertaining the responsibility of one or the
other party for the unwholesome situation along
that frontier, is not known. The indecent haste
of the Council's action can hardly give it added
dignity even in its own eyes.
QN JuNE 27, 1951, full-page advertisements
in the New York Times and in the New
York Herald Tribune announced to the public
the birth of a new organization entering the
field of Middle Eastern affairs, under the chairmanship of Miss Dorothy Thompson, a noted
political columnist. Its name was ((American
Friends of the Middle East, Inc.", and though
in its earliest days it represented a mere handful
of people, it was evident from the pomp and
fanfare which accompanied its emergence that
here was an ambitious and determined group.
The organization acquainted the public with
those of its purposes which it wanted to make
generally known, and appealed for mass membership. It called itself ((A Committee to in34

crease appreciation of common spiritual values,"
and defined its purpose as follows: uwe propose
to call widespread attention to the forces and
factors in .the Middle East that are of vital concern to our own national interests. We also
propose to make clear to the peoples of the Middle East that there are many Americans who
recognize and esteem that part of mankind's
spiritual heritag~ which has its roots in the Middle East. In this way, with increasing common
understanding we shall encourage a mutual effort
to advance the cause of human freedom and
dignity." These terms were sufficiently broad
and vague and ethical to enable any right-minded
person to subscribe to them. The advertisements
were a tour-de-force of draftsmanship in that
they were the beginning of a large-scale propaganda appeal for the Arabs without even a
single mention of the word Arab. The only
mention of Moslems is the casual but significant
reference: uThe Middle East is the home of some
2 0 0 million people of Islam and some 7 million
others, Jews and Christians among them." In
her first Press Release of June 23, Miss Thompson, after mentioning the cultural, economic
and strategic i,nportance of the Middle East,
took pains to ((emphasize that we are not a propaganda organization, and we are not out to
grind axes for anyone." Her object simply is
((to further and intensify relations, especially
cultural ones - between Americans and Middle
Easterners; to bring to the United States . . .
personalities who can describe the life, problems,
and trends of the various peoples in the area;
t o help independent reporters and writers to
visit them with more time than the average
journalist can afford, to p robe into problems
and developments there; to establish personal
contacts with their most far-sighted personalities, and to cooperate heartily with existing
American societies interested in the Middle East
and increase public interest in their work." It
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should not prove difficult to show that every
single one of 'the above admirable purposes and
objectives of the A.F.M.E. has been distorted out
of all recognition by every phase of the group's
activities.
Miss Thorn pson's very first political act disproved her assertion that her society was not in
the propaganda market and had no axes to grind.
On August 2 0, 19 5 1, she addressed a circular
letter to her fellow -members of A.F .M.E. in
which she exhorted them ((to watch the press
and radio for misrepresentations and untruths
about the Middle East, and then to write appropriate letters ... to rectify false impressions
or factual errors. The more such letters are
written the greater the potential influence of our
group." All this in spite of the fact that ((our
society was not formed either to attack any
particular country or to defend it." Because
· uwe want the American public to learn the facts
as impartial observers see them," Miss Thompson enclosed with the circular a copy of a letter
dated August 2, from Mr. Vincent Sheean, the
author, addressed to the Hon. Joseph W. Martin,
now Speaker and then minority leader of the
House of Representatives, ((discussing" the proposed grant-in-aid to Israel. However, Miss
Thompson evidently did not ((want the American public to learn the facts" about the A.F.
M.E. and she, therefore, told her fellow-members, ui believe you will agree with me that it
would be unwise for us to give it (Mr. Sheean's
letter) to the press." An ((impartial observer"
among journalists, on comparing the letter with
the noble purposes for which he was only a few
weeks earlier asked to give A.F.M.E. public credit, might have been forgivably puzzled. Author
Sheean's udiscussion" was a frontal attack on
the very idea of granting Israel economic assistance. He chided Mr. Martin for praising Israel's
army as a possible asset to democracy's forces,
because ~~rightly or wrongly, the Arab States
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are ... convinced that the Israel army is designed
as the instrument of an expansionist policy with
boundless ambitions." Whether they were ((rightly" or ((wrongly" convinced - this, apparently,
did not matter. Every page of the book is thrown
at Israel with much gusto and still more imagination: ((The Arab population of Palestine has
been swept out ... in order to make way for the
Israel that already exists." As simple as that!
Also, Israel harbors ((one of the most active communist organizations in the Middle East." And
the supreme crime seems to be that ((Israel's army
is designed not to help the United States, but ...
to protect Israel."
of friendship toward the Middle East and not ((attacking any
particular country," A.F.M.E. relaxed for the
rest of that summer. It reappeared in December
refreshed in many respects, above all financially.
It moved into luxurious quarters and announced
its embarkation upon several costly enterprises.
It was about to open a lecture bureau, no doubt
in furtherance of its object of bringing ((personalities who can describe the life, problems and
trends of the various peoples in the area." We
shall have to _say something later about the nature
of · those personalities. It also was to establish
a tourist bureau, in fulfillment of another of its
announced purposes. It began plans for a convention at Ann Arbor, Michigan, of students
from all Middle Eastern countries studying in
the U.S.A. It is understood that A.F.M.E. initially did invite some Israeli students, but retreated
hastily when objections were voiced from Arab
quarters. The projected convention was cancelled, only to be called again in June 19 52 on
a far larger scale, and this time is was a pure,
unadulterated Arab students' conference with
A.F .M.E. footing much of the bill as the principal American sponsor, most of the balance being made up by the Arab Governments. (Report
AFTER THIS DEMONSTRATION
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on the First Arab student convention, published
in cooperation with A.F.M.E., Inc., 1953.) The
convention passed such resolutions as ((to exhort
the American Friends of the Middle East, Inc.,
and such similar organizations as ~ay exist, to
intensify their efforts to inform the American
public of the unjust and explosive situation and
of the American role in this tragedy and America's responsibility toward the refugees." (The
Young Arab Speaks, the proceedings of the first
Arab Students' Convention, page 71.) The foreword to the proceedings thoughtfully absolves
A.F.M.E. of ((any responsibility whatsoever for
any of the resolutions adopted at the Convention . . ." a convention made possible only
through A.F.M.E.'s initiative and generous subsidy. Such is A.F.M.E.'s idea of ((furthering and
intensifying cui turai relations."
As a kind of sideline, some leading figures of
A.F.M.E. engaged from the start in attempts to
scare American Jews away from Zionism, .under
penalty of impairing their relations with fellowAmericans. This was the theme of Miss Thompson's speech before the Jewish Graduate Society
at Columbia University late in December 1951.
It would seem to be perfectly understandable
for an American of Arab origin to favor the
Arab cause in every field. The same applies to
a Gentile. By the same standard it would be
pardonable for American Christians to support
Zionism and Israel. But this is where all reason
ends. An American Jew cannot be a Zionist
without being guilty at least of what Miss
Thompson calls ((double consciousness."
Though it was Miss Thompson who founded
A.F.M.E., it is the Rev. Garland E. Hopkins since the beginning of 1952 its Executive VicePresident - who is now the moving spirit behind A.F.M.E.'s work. Together with Miss
Thompson, he visited the Middle East in the late
spring of 1952. Having stayed in Israel for a
day or two, he considered himself sufficiently
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well-informed about that country to indulge in
much wild talk on his return home. Shortly
after his return, ((Phoenix," A.F.M.E.'s trave1.
bureau, began organizing so-called study tours.
through the Middle East of groups or individuals who were either themselves interested or
whom A.F.M.E. wished to interest. The itineraries of these A.F.M.E.-guided tours show that:
the visitors were rushed through Israel lest they
catch some undesirable political virus there, while,
ample time was allowed for visiting each of theArab countries, and for listening to the us1.:1al
·Arab tirades. There can be only one explanation for Israel's inclusion in the itinerary: it
would look too bad to exclude Israel altogether,.
while a day or two at most there could do A.F ..
M.E. little harm, after all. This is how A.F .M.E ..
cchelps independent reporters and writers to visit
(the countries of the area) with more time than
the average journalist can afford."
A.F.M.E.'s FIRST big affair was it First Annual
Conference, held in New York City on January 29-30, 1953. It was attended by representatives of thirty organizations interested in the
Middle East for a variety of reasons, mainly
humanitarian, and some two hundred members;
of the general public. The l~st of guest-speakers.
included Life-Time-Fortune editor Henry R.
Luce; Dr. Stephen Penrose, President of the
American University of Beirut, Msgr. Thomas.
McMahon, and also the Syrian, Lebanese and
Iraqi Ambassadors and Egypt's U. N. Representative. Conspicuously absent ((among those
invited" was Israel's Ambassador. We learn from,
a subsequent exchange of letters in a Washington newspaper that a suggestion that he or his·
representative be invited to participate was
turned down by A.F.M.E. under some pretext.
From the same exchange of letters we learn that
A.F.M.E. wished the public to believe that the
invitation to Arabs who happened to be their
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countries' Ambassadors to the United States was
not based on their ((official relations." At any
rate, at this conference, on the theme ((Partnership in Meeting Needs of the Middle East," no
opportunity whatsoever was given by A.F.M.E.
for the expression of Israel's point of view. On
the other hand, every hospitality was offered to
a series of strong verbal attacks on Israel, and
every effort was made to obtain maximum publicity for them. Under A.F.11.E.'s auspices, Lebanon's Charles Malik presented ((a series of p·ropositions of a practical nature" and an elevenpoint program to cure the ills of the area. This
included, i.a.,
( 1) ((Support, develop and deepen the activity of A.F.M.E.," since it is dedicated ((to the
honest mediation of the truth . . . with respect
to all the peoples of the Middle East."
( 2) ((There are . . . Americans who trace
their origin to Lebanon and Syria ... who have
bestirred themselves, through their many organizations, to an active interest in our destiny and
development . . . let these . . . " (and a variety
·o f missionary and scholastic agencies mentioned
by Dr. Malik) ((deepen and develop their activity, for their future is . big with opportunities ... "
(What is sauce for Dr. Malik's goose is not,
however, sauce for his Syrian colleague's gander.
'T o him, who spoke at the same conference, Zionists are members of ((a movement which develops
a loyalty to Israel, destroying loyalty to the individual's own country!")
( 3) ((There is need," on the Arab side, ((for
something above mere governmental representation; something that deals not with propaganda
- a term that I hate- but with placing at the
disposal of the American people . . . whatever
they desire to know about the Arab peoples ...
The Arab League is now seriously contemplating
the setting up of precisely such an office." This
should be ((manned by the best people - both
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American and Arab - . sought out and made
available."
( 4) Since ((the Arabs, rightly or wrongly, are
deeply convinced that ... Israel is but a bridgehead from which the Jews ... will sweep over
and conquer the entire Arab Near East," the
Arabs ((must be far more strengthened than they
are at present."
( 5) Israel should be ((urged" to seek Arab
((goodwill and confidence" by ((significant restitution of territory ... as for instance . . . of
Western Galilee."
( 6) ((Jerusalem - and not just the so-called
Holy Places - can and should be internationalized."
Dr. Penrose used the same approach to Middle
Eastern problems that he had chosen 4 years
earlier, on the eve of his departure for Beirut:
((America's stake in the Middle East is, fundamentally, the possibility of losing World War
III before a shot has been fired!" Dr. Penrose
favored the creation of a Middle East Defense
Organization based on the Arab League's socalled Collective Security Pact.
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and much more in a similar vein,.
American audiences - which would not
elect a dog-catcher before all candidates had an
opportunity to speak- were expected to accept
without hearing those against whom the proceedings were directed.
The Conference was timed to coincide with
the assumption of office by the new Administration, one of the principal speakers urging the
President to express publicly ((our love and admiration for the Arab peoples." Also similarly
timed was Dr. Penrose's subsequent lecture tour
throughout the country on A.F.M.E.'s behalf.
It was at about that time that A.F.M.E.'s lecture bureau began to sponsor tours throughout
· the U. S. by Arab personalities brought over for
that specific purpose, in addition to tours by
THIS,
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American citizens holding views shared by the
Among the visitors was one Anwar
Nashashibi, a Jordanian lawyer, who during his
,extensive tour said all the expected old things
.as well as some new ones. Among the latter we
find that growth of communist strength in the
'Middle East ((is directed by Red underground
movements in the Arab States and the legal communist party in Israel."
A.F .M.E. are now sponsoring a speaker from
Israel, no doubt in order thereby to ((refute"
·Charges of partisan friendship. But even this
:particular guest has been very carefully selected.
To delve into all . the details of A.F.M.E.'s
varied work would take us far beyond our pres·ent limited scope, but we might briefly dwell
·upon another two of A.F.M.E.'s more significant
-fields of activity. One is their endeavor to make
.a strong impression upon universities through·out the country, but particularly upon those of
the Ivy League. As early as 1951 it sponsored
:a Near Eastern Conference at Bucknell Univer·sity in Pennsylvania. Whenever possible, A.F.
M.E. participates in conferences on international
·affairs held by leading colleges, and one hears
·f rom a number of universities that A.F.M.E. is
trying to form nuclei among students there.
A.F.M.E. headquarters in New York have a
·special Student Affairs Department dealing with
this field. Simultaneously much attention is devoted to churches and church groups.
The other is an attempt to win some direct
influence on the press. For this purpose A.F.M.E.
hit upon an ingenious, though perhaps not very
·s ubtle idea. It set up the ((Phoenix Newspaper
Service," offering news about the Middle East
to the press at large. The ((news" offered is, of
·course, along the general lines adopted by A.F.
M.E. But much of the material is not news at
all but outright propaganda, such as a series of
seven articles on the theme ((Challenge of the
Middle East," written by Mr. Harold Lamb of
~sponsors.
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A.F.M.E.'s National Committee. Subscription
fees for the ((Phoenix" service, though very
modest, are nevertheless charged, probably on
the theory that editors did not often read material for which they did not pay. A special redution of 70 percent in subscription rates is offered to church papers.
- SucH IS the ((American Friends of the Middle

East." In the little more than two years of
its existence, it has made more progress than
any of the older groups propagandizing the Arab
side. In spite of a few minor misunderstandings,
the Arabs themselves put much hope in the organization. Beirut's English-language paper
Daily Star said last ·March: ((It will be difficult,
if not impossible, for Eisenhower and Dulles to
reshuffie Middle East policy without the help
of such organizations as A.F.M.E. in selling the
importance of the Arab world to the American
people." This gives A.F.M.E. rather too much
credit, as does a claim made at the Annual Conference to the effect that the group has already
changed the thinking of Arn.erica about the
Middle East. A.F.M.E. has its weakness as welt
as strength. Its strength lies in the fact that
it is the only pro-Arab organization in this country that is active in most of the important areas
of public opinion on international affairs: the
press, colleges, religious groups, civic and professional clubs. In contrast to most other organizations in its field, propaganda is A.F.M.E.'s
entire being and not merely incidental to other
interests. The group is very adequately financed.
(There has been speculation about its financial
sources; suffice it to say here that if indeed its
money is just the accumulation of dues from
its individual members, then some of these members must be both remarkably wealthy and generous.) It gives the impression of being efficiently
and compactly run, with all direction centralized
in very few hands. It now has several regional
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and local offices in the U. S., as well as a new
Middle Eastern Branch with · representatives in
many Arab cities. But above all, it has extremely
valuable and strategically placed connections,
due to the fact that many of its active members
have some standing in circles that are influential
in policy-making bodies. Also some of A.F.
M.E.'s backers represent tremendously powerful
economic interests. A.F.M.E.'s weakness lies in
its lack of any popular backing. Its membership
does not seem to be large, and so far it has usually
preferred to concentrate on numerically limited
but influential groups, rather than on large sectors of the general public. No doubt A.F.M.E.
will try to offset this disadvantage by extensive
use of the media of radio and television. In brief,
A.F.M.E. is today a determined organization, to
be reckoned with seriously. It will be encountered regularly wherever the struggle for Public
Opinion takes place.
The problems and strifes in the Middle East
being what they are, it requires great efforts
of the mind and of the soul as well as much farsightedness and imagination, to be truly a friend
of the Middle East, and not merely a friend of
one of its components. The ttAmerican Friends
of the Middle East" has neither made such efforts
nor shown the required imagination. For this
they need not be blamed. They are perfectly
entitled to be as pro-Arab as they choose, and
to undermine the cause of Zionism and of Israel
as best they can. It is, however, rather questionable whether they have a right to hide their extreme partiality behind the ((innocence" which
their name implies. Their incorporated name is
a sham. Only a few days after A.F.M.E. was
founded, one of the nation's newspapers - having examined the list of Miss Thompson's original
fellow members- asked editorially: ((Why the
smoke-screen?" The reason for the smoke-screen
is all too evident. An organization called ((American Friends of the Arab States" would have less
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appeal to the many Americans who want to hear
honestly impartial and unprejudiced opinions
and who, when listening to statements from partisan sources, look for the ttlabel" in order to
make the usual mental discounts. In Middle
Eastern affairs, A.F .M.E. is as misleading to the
American public, as - in a different field any communist front-organization that care- fully omits from its label and stated purposes
any references that might identify it correctly.
after the last war and the
emergence of Israel, have created new nsituations" in the Middle East, some of them still
favorable to Israel, others easily exploitable by
the Arabs. Six newly independent Arab states
have taken their seats- and bargain with their
votes- at the United Nations; the threat of a
new horrible world holocaust has raised the international market value of the vast expanses
of oil-bearing ureal estate" at the disposal of the
fence-:sitting Arabs; there are, no doubt, the
beginnings of a new social consciousness and
of a desire for better government in some of the
Ar-a b countries; and the Arabs have even been
partially able to exploit their own backwardness and corruption, propaganda-wise, by blaming everything on the British and the French.
These and other factors have helped to put the
Arab world tton the map." And the,re is, of
course, the existence of the Arab refugee problem - so valuable a propaganda asset that few
Arab leaders would wish to see it solved. It has
enabled the Arabs and their friends to take the
offensive in their public relations work, though
some of its effect seems to have worn off, and
continued refusal to contemplate reasonable solutions may further deflate its value. On the
other hand, the Arabs are clearly on the defensive- in a world yearning for peace- because
of their rejection of the very idea of peace with
Israel, and because of their rejection of conTHE DEVELOPMENTS
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structive Middle Eastern development plans,
simply because they entail regional cooperation,
including cooperation with Israel.
The Arabs have also pressed vigorously and
bitterly their complaint that compared with
them, Israel had been treated for many years as
a favorite child. This complaint has long ago
lost all validity. Quantitatively, the Arabs and
their friends have at least caught up with Israelis
and their supporters. In the past few years,
Arab speakers have reached into every corner
of the country and every representative segment
of the population; the public has by now heard
them at least as much as it has the other side.
(Some important audiences have, in fact, heard
them far more frequently; at many an international conference held by universities, Arab
speakers far outnumber Israelis.) The public is
now fully aware of the Arab position; it has
been told about the importance of oil, the importance of territory, the importance of Arab
good will, the plight of the refugees, as well as
about the Arab versions of cause and effect, and
about Arab-inspired solutions. Quantitatively,
therefore, Arab propaganda has largely reached
its objective. The real issue, however, is qualitative. The public, one assumes, asks: ((What has
either side to say?" It does not ask how often
each side repeats its story.
And so we return to the basic ((situations."
Though Israel must be strong enough to be
secure, and should be able to make a physical
contribution to the safeguarding of freedo-m ,
its chief value in the world at large will never
be based on physical and material strength. It
must compensate for this by the possession and
able presentation of moral values, constructive
human, mental and spiritual achievement and
maturity. If it can continue to present and enhance such values, its public relations will rarely
be ~n grave danger.
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